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DO NOT OPEN THE QUESTION BOOKLET UNTIL INSTRUCTED
Instructions :
1. This question booklet consists of two sections : section A, and B
2. Answer all sections
GOOD LUCK!!

Name :

Class :

A
B
Total

1

SECTION A : DIRECTED WRITING
[35 marks]
[Time suggested : 45 minutes]
The Consumer Club of your school plans to visit a chocolate factory in Kuala Lumpur. As the
secretary of the club, your teacher asks you to write a letter of permission to the Manager to visit
the factory.
Write your letter based on the notes below:



Proposed date and time

Participation:


30 club members



Three accompanying teachers

Objectives:


Learn the history of chocolate



Witness chocolate making process – give one reason

Activities


Watch documentary of the history of chocolate



Visit chocolate shop – give one reason



Suggest one activity - give one reason

Closing


Give one hope

When writing the report, you should remember to:
 Lay out your letter correctly
 State the purpose of the letter
 Sign your letter appropriately
 Use all notes given
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SECTION B : CONTINUOUS WRITING
[50 marks]
[Time suggested : One hour ]

Write a composition of about 350 words on one of the following topics.

1. Describe a celebration enjoyed by you and your family.

2. Junk food should be banned for a healthy lifestyle. Do you agree?

3. Why is it important to learn another language?

4. Write a story about two friends who got into a fight ending with:
“ …I extended my hand to apologize. I knew it was my mistake.”

5. “Don’t judge a book by its cover“
Describe an experience that truly reflects this.

KERTAS SOALAN TAMAT
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AMANJAYA PEACE
CEMERLANG
OKTOBER
ENGLISH 1119/2
PAPER 2
2 ¼ HOURS

DO NOT OPEN THE QUESTION BOOKLET UNTIL INSTRUCTED
Instructions :
1. This question booklet consists of four sections : section A, B , C and D
2. Answer all sections
3. Questions in Section A have four options . Answer each question by writing
the correct option in the answer sheet provided .

GOOD LUCK!!

Name :

Class :

A
B
C
D
Total

1

SECTION A
[15 marks]
Choose the best answer and circle the option in the answer sheet provided

Cancer causes one in 12 deaths, making it the number two killer after heart disease.
According to the National Cancer Registry, breast cancer accounts for the highest number of
cases in the country with 18.2%, followed by colon cancer (12.3%), lung cancer (10%), tumor
( 5.8%) and cervical cancer (4.6%)

1. Based on the extract above, we know that the most common form of cancer in the country is
A. lung cancer

B. cervical cancer

C. breast cancer

D. colon cancer

BAGAN DATUK : The authorities are bracing for another wave of floods following the
non-stop rain in Selekoh, South of Perak. The district flood operations centre will be
open 24 hours a day

2. The word bracing in the above text can be replaced with
A. hoping

B. expecting

C. preparing

D. escaping

Holiday
From 28 November 2017
To 28 December 2017
Business Hours
Mon-Fri : 9.30 am – 8.00 p.m.
Saturday : 9.30 a.m. – 9.00 p.m.
Sunday : 10.00 a.m. – 7.00 p.m.

3. One of the conclusions that can be made from the advertisement is that
A. The sale will be on every holiday
B. The store will be open even on Sundays
C. The sale is on throughout the whole year
D. The prices have all been slashed down to half
2

Receipts issued upon
request
4. Which of the following statements describes the above notice?
A. Please ask for your receipts if you need any
B. We do not give any receipts upon payments
C. Goods are payable with receipts
D. Receipts are given right after you pay for the goods

Better a thousand enemies outside the tent than one within it – Arabian
wise saying

5. The word one refers to
A. A tent
B. a number

C. an enemy

D. a wise man

Atif’s Shopping List





Eggs – 1 dozen
Bread – 2 loaves
Milk – 2 cartons



Tissue paper ( box type)





Garbage bags – big and small
Chocolate ( optional )
Rice – 10 kg

6. Which item on the shopping list is the least important item to Atif?
A. Milk
B. Chocolate
C. Tissue paper
D. Garbage bags

I have no words to describe
how sorry I am. I should have
made sure that your car had
enough oil for your trip

It’s okay. I have plenty of
words. When I get off this
highway, I will give them
all to you

7. From the tone of the dialogue, we can say that the wife is very
A. forgiving

B. pleased

C. angry
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D. calm

When the last tree is cut,
the last river poisoned,
And the last fish dead
We will discover that we can’t eat money

8. The main point of the above verse is that
A. man’s greed will lead to disaster
B. man wants to control nature
C. nature gets harmed by man
D. We must not cut trees

Questions 9-15 are based on the following passage. Choose the best answer to fill in each blank.

Salads are simple dishes normally served during meals. A salad consists of small
pieces of food which …(9)….mixed together with a type of sauce or salad dressing. Salad
can be made using a variety of available…(10)…..including vegetables, fruits, cheese,
cooked meat, eggs and grains. There are many types of salads. Fruit salads, green salads,
vegetable salads, bound salads are just …..(11)….. examples.
A green salad is made using green, leafy vegetables like lettuce and spinach
…..(12)…. The vegetable salad can be a mixture of tomatoes, cucumbers, carrots and
peppers. A fruit salad usually …..(13…) melons, strawberries, grapes or apples.
……(14)….. a salad is not too difficult but one needs to be careful in choosing the
best ingredients to produce tasty, satisfying salads that people can ….(15)…. In a case of a
problem, the Internet will always be there to provide us with all sorts of salad recipes.

9.

A. are

B is

C. can

D. were

10.

A. materials

B. substances

C. ingredients

D. components

11.

A. a few

B. a lot

C. a little

D. many

12.

A. meanwhile

B. whereas

C. thus

D. nevertheless

13.

A. contain

B. contains

C. containing

D. contained

14.

A. Prepared

B. Prepare

C. Prepares

D. Preparing

15.

A. relish

B. buy

C. cook

D. garnish
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ANSWER SHEET

1

6

11

2

7

12

3

8

13

4

9

14

5

10

15

Score : ………………….
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_________________________________________________________________________________
Section B
[10 marks]
A.

Read the following book review and complete the table that follows.

The book, ‘The Life of Mahatma Gandhi’ is written by Louis
Fischer and has been hailed as the best biography of Gandhi. It
narrates the life of Gandhi who led the fight for India’s
independence from British rule and the many issues that led to
his assassination by a Hindu fanatic a few months after
freedom was won.
The biography shows Gandhi as a great human being – a
leader who was gentle, conscientious and honest. He stood for
righteousness. Gandhi gave up all his desires and sacrificed his
life for the sake of the country. He went through many fasts,
demonstrated against colonial powers in a peaceful manner
and went to jail so that his country could be free.
Reading the book, reminds me of what Enstein said of
Gandhi. ‘Generations to come will scarce believe that such a
person ever walked in flesh and blood upon this Earth.’
It is a real pleasure to read about Gandhi. This book is
very relevant in today’s world of corruption and greed. It is a
must-read for those interested in reading biographies.
Reviewed by Karen Grant
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Questions 16-25
Using the information from the book review, write short answers in the spaces provided.
Title:

16

Author:

17

Type of book:

18

Gandhi’s life:
He fought against the 19…………………………………………………………………….
He was killed by a 20 ………………………………………………………………………..
Qualities of Gandhi: 21 ……………………………………………………………………..
22……………………………………………………………………..

Gandhi sacrificed his life so that his country could be (23)…………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Einstein said that people will not believe that someone like Gandhi ever lived on( 24) …………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
What are the world’s problems mentioned in this book?
25……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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SECTION C
[25 marks]
Read the passage and answer the following questions
1

Have you ever felt real hunger? We eat so many meals in Malaysia as food is
available at almost any time of the day. It is also affordable to the vast majority of
people. So, can we really understand hunger- the gnawing pain in empty
stomachs?

2

It has been said that an average nourished individual can survive weeks 5
without food. The sensation of hunger typically begins after a couple of hours
without eating. The feeling , which is generally quite uncomfortable, can often be
reduced or completely be removed with the consumption of food. Lack of food
causes contractions to occur in the stomach, and these are commonly referred to as
hunger pangs. Hunger pangs usually do not begin until 12 to 24 hours after the last 10
intake of food. They reach their greatest intensity after three or four days and may
continue to be a source of discomfort and pain until the person has consumed some
drink or food.

3

When people experience hunger for a long period of time, it is possible for
them to suffer from malnutrition, a medical condition caused by an improper or 15
inadequate diet. According to the World Health Organisation, hunger and
malnutrition are the two gravest threats to the world’s public health, and
malnutrition is by far the biggest contributor to child mortality. Starvation is a
severe reduction in vitamin, nutrient and energy intake, and is the most extreme
form of malnutrition. Prolonged starvation, which comes about when a person has 20
no food for one to two months, will cause permanent organ damage and eventually
death.

4

Despite this, we cannot fail to notice that there is a quarter of the world’s
population which is eating just too much. Children and adults from affluent homes
eat too much rich food and more irritatingly waste good food. They have no 25
appreciation for the food they eat or that which they waste. There are also many
people who claim that they will not eat this or that based on whims and fancies.

5

A poor starving child, on the other hand, would not have eaten food for
several days and would be willing to eat food from dustbins without any qualms.
This child would eat food that has been thrown away and be grateful for it, and not 30
worry about the nutrient content of the food, the hygienic preparation or table
presentation. He cannot worry about such trivial things. Such is his life.

6

It is time to think of the starving millions, appreciate the food we get and not
be wasteful. How easily we discard food. How easily we complain about the food
is not tasty or that we are bored eating the same rich food. Children and many 35
adults sometimes act badly when the food is not tasty, spare a thought for those
who have not eaten for days. These starving hordes will give anything to eat the
food we so carelessly leave behind on hour plates.
8

7

Parents must set their values right. They must give thanks for the food they
receive and should educate their children from young to be appreciative of what 40
they get. Perhaps it will help to take pampered children to orphanages to see how
orphans live and what they get. Perhaps, as part of birthday celebrations, parents
could teach their children to share their food and gifts with less privileged children.
We must nurture a more sensitive and sensible generation which can see the faults
in our weakening social structure and work towards getting it wholesome again.
45

26. From paragraph 1, why would people in Malaysia not know real hunger? Give two
reasons.
i………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
ii………………………………………………………………………………………[1 mark]
27. From paragraph 2,
a) how long does it take before a person feels the sensation of hunger?
………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
b) i. What are hunger pangs?
………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]

28. From paragraph 4,
a) what does the writer say about one quarter of the world?
………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
b) what does the writer find particularly irritating ?
………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
29. From paragraph 5,
a) why will a child not worry about the nutrients in the food?
………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
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b) From paragraph 6, what does the writer want his readers to do?
………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
30. In your own words, give two reasons why you think this passage should be read by young
children.
i. ………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]
ii.………………………………………………………………………………………[ 1 mark]

31. Based on the passage given, write a summary of



The eating habits of the children from affluent and poor homes
What should be done to teach them the right values

Credit will be given for use of own words but care must be taken not to change the original
meaning.
Your summary must :




Be in continuous writing
Use material from lines 23 to 45.
Not be longer than 130 words, including the 10 words given below.

Begin your summary as follows :
We must note that a quarter of the world’s population eat..

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………
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SECTION D
[20 marks]
32. Read the poem below and answer the following questions
The Charge of the Light Brigade

Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward,
All in the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
“Forward, the Light Brigade!
Charge for the guns!” he said.
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.

Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon in front of them
Volleyed and thundered;
Stormed at with shot and shell,
Boldly they rode and well,
Into the jaws of Death,
Into the mouth of hell
Rode the six hundred.

“Forward, the Light Brigade!”
Was there a man dismayed?
Not though the soldier knew
Someone had blundered.
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do and die.
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.

BY LORD ALFRED TENNYSON

a. In stanza 1, who is speaking to the soldiers?
………………………………………………………………………………………………[1 mark]
b. What is the command given to the soldiers?\
………………………………………………………………………………………………[1 mark]
c. Which line in the poem tells the reader that the command was a mistake?

………………………………………………………………………………………… [1 mark]
d. Many people dislike war. Provide two reasons why do they feel so.
i.……………………………………………………………………………………………… [1 mark]
ii……………………………………………………………………………………………… [1 mark]
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33. The following are the novels studied in the literature component in the English Language.
Dear Mr. Kilmer
Sing to the Dawn
Captain Nobody

-

Anne Schraff
Minfong Ho
Dean Pitchford

Referring to one of the novels you have studied, write about a character who proves that
determination helps to achieve his/her dream.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
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MARKING SCHEME FOR SPM PAPER 1
ENGLISH 1119/1
Section A : DIRECTED WRITING
This question is assessed as follows :
1) Allocation of Marks :
FORMAT
: 3 marks
CONTENT
: 12 marks
LANGUAGE : 20 marks
---------TOTAL
35 marks
======
2) FORMAT & CONTENT MARKS :
FORMAT

MARKS

(All features must be mentioned to merit format marks)

i) F1 =
ii) F2 =
iii) F3 =

1
1
1
3

Sub-total
CONTENT

(All keywords have to be mentioned before any content point is awarded)
If content point is not mentioned, no elaboration point can be awarded)

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10
C11
C12

Content point C1
Content point C2
Content point C3
Content point C4
Content point C5
Content point C6
Content point C7
Content point C8
Content point C9
Content point C10
Content point C11
Content point C12
Sub-total
Grand Total

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
12
15

DIRECTED WRITING – LANGUAGE
Mark Range

A
19 – 20

B
16 – 18

Description of Criteria











Language – accurate with occasional first draft slips
Sentence structures – varied and sophisticated
Sentence length and type – employed to achieve intended effect
Vocabulary – wide, sophisticated and used with precision
Punctuation – accurate and helpful
Spelling – accurate
Paragraphs – unified and well-linked
Topic – consistent relevance
Style – formal, informative and concise, and, tone – always
appropriate






Language – accurate with minor or first draft errors
Sentences – varied in length and type
Complex structures – confidently used
Vocabulary – wide, conveying intended shades of meaning with
some precision
Punctuation and spelling – almost always accurate
Style and tone – appropriate to the task
Writing – relevant and interest sustained throughout








C
13 – 15








D
10 – 12











Language – largely accurate
Simple structures – no errors, mistakes in only more
sophisticated structures
Vocabulary – adequate to convey meaning but not developed to
precision
Sentences – some variety of length and structure
Tendency to use one type of structure
Punctuation and spelling – generally accurate; errors in more
complex use
Paragraphs – some unity but absent or inappropriate linkage
Writing – relevant, interest not sustained throughout
Style and tone – appropriate to the task
Language – sufficiently accurate
Patches of clarity – simple vocabulary and structures
Limited sentence length and type
Mistakes with more complex sentences
Vocabulary – limited, adequate but lacks precision
Simple words – spelt correctly with errors from unfamiliar
words
Punctuation, generally correct
Style and tone – appropriate
Written in paragraphs but lacks unity
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E
7–9

U (i)
4–6

U (ii)
2–3










Meaning – never in doubt
Single Word Errors (SWEs) – frequent and hampers reading
Simple sentence structures – accurate but not sustained
Vocabulary, limited
Spelling – simple words accurate but mistakes with more
difficult words
Style and tone – at times inappropriate
Paragraphs – lacks unity
Punctuation errors









Meaning – fairly clear
SWE – frequent and impedes reading
Accurate sentences – a few
Spelling and Punctuation – frequent errors
Paragraphs – sometimes used correctly
Frequent spelling errors
Style and tone – often inappropriate



Multiple Word Errors (MWE) – requires re-reading and reorganising before meaning becomes clear
Sense – decipherable
Little or no sense – whole sections
Accurate sentence – likely to be one or two, most simple
sentences
Content – comprehensible
Style and tone – hidden by density of errors







U (iii)
0–1





Scripts – almost entirely impossible to recognize as English
Whole sections - do not make sense or copied from text
“0” mark awarded if writing makes no sense at all from
beginning to end
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MARKING SCHEME FOR CONTINUOUS WRITING
(SECTION B)

1. The candidate’s response will be assessed based on impression.
2. The examiner shall read and re-read the response carefully and at the same
time underline for gross or minor errors or put in insertion marks (^)
where such errors occur.
3. The examiner should also mark for good vocabulary or expressions by
putting a merit tick at the end of such merits.
4. The examiner shall fit the candidate’s response against the most
appropriate band having most of the criteria as found in the band. The
examiner may have to refer to upper or lower bands to the band already
chosen to BEST FIT the student’s response to the most appropriate band.
The marks from the band decided on for the script also depend on the
number of criteria that are found in the script.
5. Justify the band and marks given, if necessary, by commenting on the
strengths and weaknesses of the candidate’s response, using the criteria
found in the band.
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CONTINUOUS WRITING
DESCRIPTION OF CRITERIA

MARK RANGE

A
44 – 50










B
38 – 43









C
32 – 37









D
26 – 31








Language – entirely accurate, with occasional first draft slips
Sentence structures, varied and sophisticated – achieve
particular effect
Vocabulary – wide and precise – shades of meaning
Punctuation and spelling – accurate and helpful
Paragraphs – well-planned, unified and linked
Topic – consistently relevant
Interest – aroused and sustained throughout writing
Language – accurate, with occasional minor errors or first
draft slips
Sentence – varied lengths and types, some complex sentences
Vocabulary – wide and precise – shades of meaning
Punctuation and spelling – nearly always accurate
Paragraphs – evidence of planning, appropriately linked
Writing – relevant, interest aroused and sustained throughout
Language – largely accurate
Sentences – some variety in length and type, tendency to use
one type
Simple structures – error-free, errors with more ambitious
structures,
Vocabulary – wide enough to convey meaning but lack
precision
Punctuation in simple sentences – accurate, with errors in
more complex use
Spelling – simple words, correct but misspelt with more
sophisticated words
Paragraphs – show unity, at times inappropriately linked
Writing – relevant , lack originality and interest aroused and
sustained throughout
Some interest – aroused but not sustained
Language – sufficiently accurate
Patches of clear, accurate language – especially, when simple
structures and vocabulary used
Some variety in sentence type and length
Vocabulary – adequate but not developed to show intended
precision
Punctuation and spelling – generally correct
Writing – relevant but lacks interest
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E
20 - 25

U (i)
14 – 19

U (ii)
8 – 13

U (iii)
0–7
















Meaning – never in doubt
Single Word Errors (SWE) – frequent and serious to hamper
reading
Sentence structures – accurate but not sustained for long
Vocabulary – limited, too simple or when more ambitious, it’s
imperfectly understood
Spelling – simple words spelt correctly
Paragraphs – lack unity or haphazardly arranged
Some relevance – topic partially treated
High incidence of linguistic errors
Meaning – fairly clear
SWE – very frequent and impedes reading/blurring
Vocabulary – many serious errors of various kinds, mainly
single-word type, but could be corrected without rewriting
Sentences – very few are accurate, often simple and repetitive
Punctuation and spelling – sometimes used correctly
Paragraphs – lack unity or no paragraphs at all




Some sense
Multiple Word Errors (MWE) – very frequent, requires rereading before being understood, impedes reading / blurring
Only a few accurate sentences – mostly simple sentences
Length – short







Almost entirely impossible to read / blurring
Whole sections make little or no sense at all
Occasional patches of clarity (marks awarded)
Vocabulary – simple words used
“0” to scripts with no sense from beginning till the end
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Answer scheme for AMANJAYA PEACE CEMERLANG OCT

PAPER 2:

Section A.
1. C
2. C
3. B
4. A
5. C
6. B
7. C
8. A
9. A
10. C
11. A
12. B
13. B
14. D
15. A
Section B
16. The Life Of Mahatma Gandhi
17. Louis Fischer
18. Biography
19. British
20. Hindu fanatic
21/ 22 . gentle/conscientious / honest
23. independent
24. Earth
25. Corruption and greed

1

Section C
26. a. food is available at almost any time of the day
b. It is also affordable to the vast majority of people
27.a. (The sensation of hunger typically begins) after a couple of hours without eating
b. contractions to occur in the stomach caused by lack of food
28. a. Eat just too much
b. waste good food
29 a. He is starving / hungry
b. Appreciate the food they get
30. Teach them to be grateful/ they learn to appreciate food / share things with the
underprivileged etc

31. Summary Contents
C1 - Children (and adults) from affluent homes eat too much rich food
C2- and (more irritatingly) waste good food.
C3 - They have no appreciation for the food they eat
C4 - A poor starving child would not have eaten food for several days
C5- would be willing to eat food from dustbins (without any qualms)
C6 - be grateful for it
C7 /C8 - not worry about the nutrient/ hygienic preparation/ table presentation
C9 - Parents must give thanks for the food they receive
C10 - they should educate their children to be appreciative of what they get
C11 - parents could teach their children to share their food and gifts with less privileged
children
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SECTION D
32. a The commander
b. To charge for the guns / to attack
c. Someone had blundered
d. It causes deaths / it destroys a country/ it separates family members / It brings
hardships and suffering etc

33.
- must mention a character
- must prove that a character is a determined one
- must mention the dream

3

